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Since the publication of the first Report in 2001, ALLEA has established the practice of publishing a detailed Biennial Yearbook every even year, and a more modest Annual Report every odd year. In this tradition, we herewith present the Annual Report 2007.

2007 was a very dynamic year in the European arena, and academies and ALLEA as a whole were also active. ALLEA’s links with its main partners in the European and global context helped to communicate European academies’ views to the wider community. The list of meetings and conferences at which ALLEA was present is an indication of the scale on which ALLEA operates.

In this publication we present only some materials from ALLEA activities; separate publications will reflect the results obtained from conferences and surveys. Consequently, in the first section, the ALLEA statement “Challenges of the Future: Reflections of ALLEA on ERA” is presented together with an essay on social sciences by Pieter Drenth. The ALLEA statement on the ERA will be continued in the analysis of the EC “Green Paper”, which will be issued separately in 2008. In addition, the materials of the ALLEA conference “Emerging Regional Cooperation: SEE Academies of Sciences and Humanities in the ERA” will also be published in the Report Series.

In the second section of the Annual Report, an updated list is provided of ALLEA's member Academies, the present composition of the Steering Committee and ALLEA’s two current Standing Committees.

We would like to thank all our members for their assistance in promoting academic ideas. We hope the reader finds the information useful and the views expressed of interest.

Jüri Engelbrecht                          Johannes J.F. Schroots
President                                Director
Section I
Papers and Presentations
Introduction

The European Research Area concerns the whole of society - Europe, its constituent States, the research community - and is not simply about research. New knowledge and its implementation are prerequisites for the future welfare of society. ALLEA as the European Federation of National Academies of Sciences and Humanities has gathered its members’ ideas on the present and future state of the ERA.

The idea of ERA

On January 18, 2000, the European Commission adopted the Communication ‘Towards a European Research Area’ – an invitation to better investment in knowledge as the main tool for a better Europe as a whole, and for the European Union in particular. The Communication - COM (2000)6, 18.01.2000 – summarized the objectives and envisaged the actions needed for creating ERA. In outline, the objective was to create a knowledge society in Europe. A target of 3% of G(ross) D(omestic) P(roduct) for research and development investment in the EU is set as an indicator of progress in achieving the objectives. However, behind this target a complicated process is embedded which includes people, research structures, infrastructures, innovation, education, links between science and society, and more broadly the cultural aspect that is the attitude of Europeans towards knowledge and its implementations. The strategic goal set by the EU is to become by 2010 “the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world”.

How far have we come? A debate on ERA, its targets and instruments is going on; many high-level expert groups have reported on the

* ALLEA advice on behalf of the European Commission, March 2007
* Jüri Engelbrecht is President of ALLEA since 2006
various stages of progress, much has been done by the Member States, by the EC and the DG Research, and European organizations. Now, at the moment of launching the FP7 for 2007 – 2013, the need to consolidate all efforts to build up ERA is obvious. This is why ALLEA asked all its member-academies to report on their opinions about the present situation and the future of ERA (see Annex).

ALLEA is the European Federation of National Academies of Sciences and Humanities. It has 53 members from 42 countries and is thus wider than the European Union. It could be said that ALLEA represents science in an ‘ideal’ Europe. Clearly research is breaking down walls and borders before in advance of political changes. The reflections of ALLEA on ERA are collected below.

Knowledge-based society

Although the notion ‘knowledge-based society’ is nowadays widely used in politics, in economics, in society, etc., its interpretation may vary and may cause misunderstandings. Such a situation arises not from a lack of interpretative agreement but from the wide context and fast-changing world. Instead of seeking a short definition, it is better to list the ideal characteristics of the knowledge-based society:

- knowledge is a prerequisite for the quality of life and welfare of society;
- knowledge is based on good education and well-organized research structures;
- knowledge is disseminated fast and there are equal possibilities for everyone to obtain information;
- links between academia, society, industry and government are well-organized;
- a knowledge-based economy uses all the potential of scientists and scholars, engineers and other specialists;
- innovation is encouraged at every level including industry-academia collaboration, social welfare, fiscal incentives, etc.;
- knowledge is a basis for policy decisions in society;
- dialogue between science and society is promoted.
Does the construction of ERA bring us closer to these characteristics? The constituent States of Europe and the EC in particular are responsible for creating the conditions for research, education, innovation, and knowledge management in order to enhance public and private partnerships for creating a knowledge-based Europe: the Europe of knowledge.

**Progress towards ERA**

Despite the efforts made, the general target of 3% of GDP for research and development investment in EU27 is an aspirational one, and will not be easy to reach. Present estimates show that by 2010 the target clearly cannot be reached, although today’s level – about 2% - will be exceeded. In preparing the FP7, the EC has made definite progress, not least in increasing the FP7 budget. The agreement says that “EU funding for research should be increased such that by 2013 the resources available are around 75% higher in real terms than in 2006”; sadly, the outcome so far does not match the aspirations.

So the present situation is not what we would have liked when the idea of ERA was formulated in 2000. Given all the constraints, FP7 is a good step forward. The keywords for FP7 are: excellence, coherence, and simplification – ALLEA definitely agrees with those. In terms of excellence, launching the European Research Council – ‘the first pan-European funding agency for frontier research’ – is the most important step taken by the EC in this direction. The scientific community approves the mission and the strategy of the ERC and has high hopes for the future of frontier research in Europe. The recent Aho\(^1\) Report ‘Creating an Innovative Europe’ has listed the challenges for the EU in that direction: innovation-friendly market conditions, mobility and key technology sectors. However, all recent debates and analyses indicate the presence of many bottlenecks, among them the shortage of trained people, of infrastructure for research, and a need for more coherent R&D policies across the Member States. It seems also that more attention should be given to the societal dimension and a culture of innovation rather than to utilitarian policy measures. One reason for the relative lack of progress towards planned goals, according to Academies, is the fact that the influence of the process of globalisation was not taken

---

\(^1\) Esko Aho is former Prime Minister of Finland, 1991 – 1995.
fully into account when the strategy of ERA was designed. There is further some danger that bureaucratic processes, both local and at European level, will hinder progress towards intensified scientific collaboration across Europe.

**ALLEA and the creation of ERA**

**What has been done**

Creating ERA is a challenge to the scientific community, universities and/or research organisations, and governments – indeed to everybody who cares about knowledge and about creating, preserving and using it. ALLEA as the European Federation of Academies of Sciences and Humanities sees its role as being to unite and strengthen the voice of Academies, a voice which is clearly very positive in its response to ERA. Since its launching in 1994, ALLEA’s activities have been increasingly focused on uniting the academic spirit and stressing the universal values of science. The foundation stones of ERA laid by ALLEA are reflected in publications and statements (see also Publications, p. 69):

- Basic research in society (1996)
- Research training and higher education in Europe (1996)
- European science and scientists between freedom and responsibility (1999)
- History of science and technology in educational training in Europe (2000)
- Science, society and culture: advice to the EC concerning the concept of the 6FP (2001)
- Quality in science (2002)
- National strategies of research in smaller European countries (2002)
- Privacy protection in the information society (2002)
- Memorandum on scientific integrity (2003)
- Investing in knowledge in Europe: reflection of ALLEA on the proposals of the 7FP (2005)
- In search of common values in the European Research Area (2006)
In particular, ALLEA has responded to the Communication on ERA with a letter where the following was stressed:
- ALLEA supports the general idea of ERA, and its ambitious and laudable objectives;
- ALLEA is in agreement with maintaining and developing a variety of policies to cater for the wide diversity in the EU. In this context national strategies will also vary owing to the different constraints in Member States;
- ALLEA shares the concern about the declining attractiveness of natural sciences and engineering for young people. Consideration should be given to measures for raising interest in the sciences at an early age, for stimulating more women to pursue their careers in science, for promoting networks of excellence, for abolishing the formal and legal obstacles to mobility, for encouraging flexible retirement, investment in infrastructures, for creating conditions to enable science-driven basic research, and for paying more attention to the public and social responsibility of scientists;
- ALLEA fully endorses the measures for improving the EU intellectual property rights legal framework.

ALLEA has also addressed the European Convention on the importance of knowledge in society. Clearly economic prosperity and other 21st-century values can only be achieved in the context of the development of a knowledge-based society.

The ALLEA Working Group on the National Strategies of Smaller European Countries formulated several recommendations (2002) that are closely in line with the ideas of FP7:
- not only increasing the funding of R&D in general but channelling it to the most prospective areas;
- not only introducing incentives for encouraging innovation per se but creating foresight programmes and formulating National Development Plans;
- not only introducing incentives for stimulating young people in S&T but estimating the long-term needs for manpower in academia and society at large;
- not only stimulating peer-reviewed research but creating centres of excellence in research and supporting the formation of collaborative international clusters;
not only improving research infrastructures but combining them with education and innovation.

What should now be done

According to the European Academies, the scientific community approves and supports the general notion of ERA. Of the single schemes involved in the development of ERA, the role of the Marie Curie Programmes in particular has been valued by many Academies. In moving further towards ERA, the Academies stress that all stakeholders must employ their best efforts to ensure that the momentum of progress is maintained, but equally that it is essential to share information to ensure that needless duplication does not take place. Many Academies explicitly include the way forward to ERA among their objectives and have long promoted international co-operation. The Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW), for example, stresses the need “to help overcome the fragmentation of efforts in the European and broader international S&T landscapes”. This is a key problem in the construction of ERA, where well-designed instruments and multilateral initiatives within the EU and worldwide should form the basis for excellence in research and science-society links. But this can only effectively be achieved if there is more cooperation between nations and their Academies. In this context, the Academies welcome the proposed simplification of the procedures of FP7 as a contribution to facilitating and stimulating collaboration, but certain Academies believe that cooperation is more likely to be effective when it stems from the individual researcher or team (‘bottom up’) then when it is proposed from above (‘top down’) in the form of prescribed projects or themes.

In general, the vitality of European research is a key factor for the future of the European economy. ERA recognises this, and aims to encompass all European research activity, not just those projects led by the Commission. But this recognition now needs to ‘filter down’, so that it guides policies and funding arrangements at European, Member State, regional, local and even institutional levels.

In pursuit of this aim, several Academy initiatives at regional level deserve mention. In South East Europe (SEE) a regional Inter-academy Council has been formed to help to coordinate research in the region. The Vyshehrad Academies in Central Europe and the Nordic-Baltic Academies have formed networks for generating joint projects and
formulating concerted opinions. The French Academy of Sciences has recently launched a series of initiatives aimed (i) at developing novel education strategies to improve the overall qualification of managerial scientific and technical staff in emerging countries, and (ii) at promoting the quality of public scientific information by bringing together scientists, journalists, civil society representatives and consumer associations on matters of current concern (nanotechnologies, genetic modified organisms (GMO’s), stem cells, etc.).

The creation of regional or sub-regional networks of academies would allow the organisation of a series of workshops and inter-academy summer universities which could significantly contribute to strengthening the role of Academies in the building of the European Research Area.

Academies are increasingly aware that our partners worldwide see European S&T as still fragmented, and are taking steps to remedy this. Thus a Consortium of Academies has started to cooperate with NASAC in the running of series of high-level conferences between Europe and Africa. ALLEA and NASAC have also signed a Memorandum of cooperation. Academies are also active in ERA-NET CO-REACH for coordinating European bilateral programmes of research with China.

In its concern with research, ERA is closely bound up with education and innovation. Academies do not feel that the links between academia, education and innovation are sufficiently well developed:

- Basic research is a prime concern for Academies, and one in which the future role of the ERC is of great importance.
- In the domain of education up to and including undergraduate studies, most Academies play no direct role, but many are aware of the need to play a stronger part in enhancing post-graduate education and promoting the mobility and exchange of scientists. In this respect members of the Academies have a responsibility as mentors and educators to transfer their knowledge, to create schools of thought, to train - and inspire - the next generation. These should all be key actions for the future, reinforced by the co-ordination and streamlining of European education systems, with a view to achieving greater integration of research efforts and capacities in ERA. There is one further respect in which Academies are also involved in education, and that is in promoting the understanding of science
in society. This is a key function, and needs to be assumed by all the stakeholders.

- As far as innovation is concerned, it is important not to overstress the distinction between pure and applied science; besides which, Academies stress the importance of achieving balance between the exact sciences and technology on the one side, and humanities and social sciences on the other. This balance seems to be even more important for (new) Member States in Central and Eastern Europe in order to overcome distortions which have arisen in the recent past. The perception that Europe has been falling behind other world economies in innovation is shared by a number of Academies. To counter this, Academies have a significant role to play, as an extension of their educative role, in ensuring that the results of research are widely disseminated.

- Innovation clearly requires a well-defined infrastructure and instruments. It also needs clear rules for Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and patenting. The ALLEA Standing Committee on IPR has been active in this field and has formulated several proposals. On behalf of ALLEA the Standing Committee has on several occasions advised the European Commission on adapting the Database Directive for the benefit of scientific research, e.g. by liberalizing access to databases and granting scientific use of material within databases. The Standing Committee on IPR has also stressed the need to simplify the European Patent system and advocates the implementation of a Community Patent.

- Last but not least – Academies and ALLEA as a whole deal with fundamental ethical issues and the responsibility of scientists. These problems are even more important within the framework of global challenges. The recent ALLEA conference in 2005 (see: Publications, p. 70) proposed a programme for an ethics agenda for the future. In addition, Academies feel that ethics should be regarded as a part of a professional education.

Active partnerships between science and society, and principally between the scientists and academics who conduct research, the commercial and industrial bodies that exploit it, and all those members of society who benefit from it, are seen by Academies as the most effective way of strengthening the ERA and indeed Europe itself. The ALLEA Working Group on Science and Media, initiated by the Royal Flemish
Academy of Sciences and Arts, has set out proposals aiming (i) to interest young people in science and (ii) to inform the public at large about science more widely. If these goals are to be realised, closer cooperation between academia, the worlds of education and industry, and the media, is essential. The recent EC project ‘Messenger’ presents valuable guidelines in this direction. It is in this context that ALLEA also collaborates actively in the European Science Open Fora, organised by EuroScience, which is proving to be an effective instrument for the dissemination of knowledge to society and the media.

Final remarks

ALLEA agrees with its partners (Workshop ‘European Organisations on Cooperation in the ERA’, The Hague, 15.12.2006) on possible actions, which in turn provide principles underpinning progress towards a knowledge-based society:

- only a world-class research environment can guarantee progress towards the goals of Lisbon and Barcelona;
- there is a need for a political will to develop ERA but this will must be fed by the community;
- education at all levels including that of policy-makers plays an important role;
- the self-organization of research communities should be encouraged;
- for scientists, sustainable career-paths are important, and should include return, promotion, open opportunities, etc;
- in the competitive and dynamic world, research organizations should clearly define (and redefine, if necessary) their role and targets;
- regional partnerships should be strengthened by clusters of European and worldwide co-operation;
- the effectiveness of programmes should be enhanced with attention to their ‘pulling’ effects;
- attention should be focused on dismantling the barriers in research (barriers between the Member States, different schemes, etc);
- public and private partnership in funding schemes and joint programmes should be supported.
The ALLEA statements and analyses (1996-2006) are mostly on the ‘soft’ side of research – basic values in science, responsibility of scientists, codes of conduct and ethics of science, intellectual property rights, co-operation between academies, principles for national strategies of research, quality of research, etc. These are the problems on which the voice of Academies is united, regardless of their history, economic situation and cultural differences. The independence and autonomy of Academies make them unique stakeholders in society, and gives them the ability to act as think-tanks in shaping national strategies for achieving the aims of the ERA. The strategic partnership of Academies and ALLEA as a whole with other research organisations in Europe is one of the academic cornerstones of the ERA. In particular ALLEA has collaborated closely with EASAC and EuroCASE, which have tackled particular ‘science for policy’ issues, while ALLEA has focused on issues of ‘policy for science’. But more can be done: a number of Academies stress the need for new cooperative research in key areas such as climate change, energy sources, genetic sciences, etc.

The immediate challenges posed by FP7 and the ERC are exciting, but ALLEA also urges a longer perspective for reflection. Those born today – future Europeans – will live in the Europe of 2050. What will Europe be like then? “It is very difficult to make an accurate prediction, especially about the future”, according to Niels Bohr. If we cannot predict, we should nonetheless do everything to determine the road to the future, and this too is a major concern of ALLEA. The Academies should continue to advise their national governments on appropriate policies for research and teaching; ALLEA must ensure that their united voice is also heard by the European Commission, and in the wider counsels of our emerging global village.
ANNEX

Qualitative Analysis of the ALLEA | ERA Survey

Q 1: Are you pleased with the idea and targets of ERA?
- In general, the respondents are pleased with the ERA project
- The target of 3% of GDP is clearly aspirational, but rather unrealistic
- Balance between basic and applied science should be strived for. Emphasis too much on utilitarian policy measures
- The field is still very fragmented, which ALLEA should help to overcome
- ERA is more than the EU or EC and a major challenge in terms of the development of European collaboration.

Q 2: Have Academies and ALLEA as a whole helped creating the ERA?
- In general, European Academies have long promoted international cooperation, but have – with exceptions - not been extremely pro-active in terms of helping to build the ERA
- Comparatively, ALLEA is still young but has the potential to form the platform *par excellence* to represent the voice of Academies, using the existing networks of co-operation
- Presidents of ALLEA – past and present – have participated actively in ERA debates and related initiatives of the European Commission. Such activities lend credibility to all Academies.
- So far, ALLEA has issued a number of useful statements and position papers, of importance for ERA.

Q 3: What contribution has your Academy made to ERA?
- By creating clear political commitment, academic research has achieved greater importance. Through a system of scholarships, greater mobility of researchers and international coordination is encouraged.
- Contributions through participation in several projects, *e.g.* Science Generation, and organization of Brussels’ seminars, *e.g.* Shaping the future of Information Technology
- Contributions via European scientific co-operation, policy inputs (*e.g.* ERC), and advice government on education and research policy.
- Contribution via initiation and coordination of the CO-REACH ERA-NET
- Organization of regional conferences, *e.g.*, SEE
- Network of contacts with Europe, regularly used to support and promote international collaboration
- Through its funding role, the Academy contributes to European collaborative research
- Policy input, *e.g.* European Research Council
- CO-REACH and ERANET
- Participation in working groups and advisory bodies; Researcher’s mobility; Funding and operation of scientific exchange programs, Participation in ERA-MORE; Awareness campaigns, Regrouping EU support and national funding, Partner in ERA-NET Complexity

**Q 4: Are you satisfied with the progress of ERA?**
- In general, Academies are satisfied, but there are also caveats: don’t force the pace on such developments, or be discouraged when aspirational targets are not met
- Some progress has been made, mainly at the practical levels of cooperation and collaboration between national funding organizations and policy convergence between member states.
- However, partners, outside of Europe, still look at European S&T as a fragmented area, characterized on the whole by complex and bureaucratic procedures.
- When ERA started globalization was not taken into account
- It may be vital to have much more political support at a very high level: real governmental promotion of the ideals and practicalities of the ERA and a willingness to make national changes for the benefit of a European whole

**Q 5: What is the role of education in ERA?**
- In general, education is not the area on which ERA is aiming. Nevertheless, at the higher education level, research and teaching are intimately connected, and have to be taken into account when considering the overall structure and funding of European research.
- Important issues are: international student/professor mobility; need for a highly skilled workforce; (post)doctoral studies crucial for successful development of ERA; early development of European networks for doctoral students, for example, via summer schools, seminars, conferences, etc.
- Good-quality university education is an obligatory precondition for later successful research; the internationalization of higher education is an ongoing process and its role in ERA needs hardly any discussion, unless it is underestimated by some stakeholders.

**Q 6: What are the weak links in the triangle: Academy – Innovation - Education**
- In general, the Academy sees its role first and foremost in the promotion of basic sciences, and to a lesser degree in the evaluation and stimulation of potential application of technological innovations. However, the distinction between basic and applied science is rather artificial and will slowly fade away.
- Weak links are: Academy – Innovation (but see above); the greying of most Academies (for which there is no simple solution); the not very dynamic character of European business;
- Examples of strengthening weak links: development of resources for research collaborations between universities and SMEs; greater dissemination of the outcomes of research; greater communication of the importance of scholarship and science, with a view to feeding into both innovation and education.

**Q 7: What could Academies and/or ALLEA do for the ERA in coming years?**
- Participation in the evaluation of FP7 results and further development of the coordination of R&D in Europe.
- Strengthen the national interest for European collaboration
- Advise the Commission and national governments on policies for research and teaching policies
- Active collaboration with the ERC
- Promote collaborative research oriented towards the development of a European knowledge society
- Advise European policymakers about the gaps and pitfalls in ERA
- Enhance studies leading to progressive balance between fields of the sciences & technology on the one hand, and studies of culture, including humanities, social sciences and history on the other
- Develop ERC into a strong funding agency like NSF/NIH in the US
- Promote integration of South-Eastern and Eastern European Academies into ERA
- Strengthen fundamental and frontier research, cooperation in research on: climate evolution and energy sources – biological and genetic sciences
- Encourage academies to work together, preferably via bottom up approach instead of top down programmes and plans
- Provide advice to pan European organizations and ensure that ALLEA’s voice is heard regularly in Europe on European and wider international issues
- Academies can act as think tanks in shaping national strategies for achieving the aims of the ERA. ALLEA could focus the Academies and provide a forum for various scenarios and formulating common strategies, also identifying the best practices in moving towards the common aims.

Q 8: Any other comments, Academy statements, etc.
- Put knowledge into practice
- ERA (some add innovation to the acronym: ERIA) is not only a formal mechanism, but also pointing at cooperation in general with partners in other European member states and European organizations as well
- The ERA is an extremely important concept in encouraging the development of a European single unit – not in the sense of all being a single country, but in having coherent integration of national systems. Fragmentation is a major problem, and linguistic differences tend to increase the likelihood of this. Academics and scientists do work together already, in a wide range of ways; but much more needs to be done to break down both national barriers (between institutions within a country) and international ones (between different countries). The ERANET programme has been criticized by scientists for putting money into administration rather than research, but without a much closer integration of national systems it is hard to see how the ERA ideal can be achieved.
Social Sciences: Truthful or Useful?¹

Pieter J.D. Drenth²

Preamble

The theme of this conference is the ‘Unity of Science’. Let me explici- tate how I interpret this interesting motto. For me this does not mean that there is one regina scientiarum that domineers over the other fields of science and learning; a role that was allotted to theology in the old times, and that nowadays - in a more secular vein – is claimed by physics at times. In my view the notion ‘unity of science’ rather refers to ‘communality within diversity’. Disciplines vary in content, issues and methods. But there are also quite some common objectives, interests and concerns, the most important of which may be the common goal of searching for testable truth with objective and independent evidence. The communalities render it possible, or even imperative, to communicate and to cooperate. The diversity implies complementarity and calls for interdisciplinarity in the study of the many to-day’s complex phenomena in science and society.

Introduction

Modern societies are facing striking and often disturbing changes and challenges. The internationalisation of political strategies, the globalisation of industry and trade, national populations’ increasing heterogeneity and the problematic effects this has on minorities and on social cohesion, are only some of them. Further, they have to cope with demographic changes, particularly with respect to the (future) age distribution. Not only will this have an effect on the country’s economy, and on tax and insurance policies, there will also be an increasing demand for education permanente, for suitable employment for older workers, and for proper care for elderly people who will increasingly require (often advanced) medical services. Simultaneously, lifestyles will change with different modes and schedules of working being required besides an

¹ Past President (2000 – 2006) and Honorary President of ALLEA
increasing need for leisure activities and travel…. This list can be extended with many other developments in society and in the lives of individual citizens.

Moreover, a modern society depends, more than ever, on the advancement of knowledge. Modern society has become a knowledge society. And this particularly concerns scientific knowledge. In the post-industrial knowledge society, it is especially scientific knowledge that has become a salient factor in economical production (see also SWR, 2006). The European Commission has also adopted the view that knowledge is Europe’s richest resource and that supporting it will be an important incentive for Europe’s further cultural and economic development (as stated in the proposal for the 7th Framework Programme (EC, 2005)). By promoting the European Research Area, this intensified production of knowledge and the development of high quality technology are recognized as crucial for a nation’s economic survival. But technological innovation is only successful in a society that is susceptible to such changes, or, to put it in another way, if the human and social factors are sufficiently identified and recognized. Therefore, it can be argued that insight into knowledge acquisition and production’s processes and the societal factors that further or impede this knowledge’s implementation for technological and industrial innovation is vital for the support of a knowledge-intensive society, and, therefore, that the social sciences are indispensable in this respect.

Let us first attempt to briefly define the content and to demarcate the domain of what has cursorily been referred to as ‘social sciences’ in the above.

**Definition**

One of the first attempts to systematically differentiate within the world of sciences was William Craxton’s (1483) suggestion to distinguish two kinds of learning: the study of divinity and the study of humanity, thus obviously trying to separate the supra-natural and the natural. Some hundred years later, Bacon made one further differentiation with his proposal to distinguish between natural and human philosophy, besides ‘divine’ philosophy. Natural philosophy has developed into the multiplicity of disciplines that we now find under the heading ‘natural sciences’, or, more specifi-
cally, natural and life sciences. The latter distinction was strongly endorsed by Dawkins (1986) who argued that since dead objects are, in his view, principally different from living objects, we need two kinds of sciences to study these objects: Physics as the science of the dead, and biology as the science of living things.

With the diminution of theology’s predominance in the 19th century, ‘divine’ and ‘human’ philosophy later merged into what is called ‘humanities’ in the Anglo-Saxon tradition, ‘letters’ in some other cultures and, following Dilthey’s (1883) proposal, Geisteswissenschaften in the German language area. This category encompasses a range of disciplines, including Classics, History and Archaeology, Linguistics, Arts and Literature, Philosophy and Theology.

The natural sciences have developed a strong experimental/empirical, or nomothetical, methodology that distinguishes them from the humanities’ more descriptive, understanding (Verstehen), hermeneutic, or ideographic approach. According to Snow (1959), these different orientations have, even developed into two separate, in fact, opposed cultures: the alpha (humanities) and the beta (natural sciences) culture.

At the end of the 19th century, a third player, designated by the term ‘gamma sciences’, entered the arena. In addition to the study of nature and culture, the behaviour of human beings regarding their relation to their social environment now became the object of study. The nature and development of human cognitive and emotional functions, individuals’ interactions with other individuals and with their social environment, social systems’ structure and dynamics (family, groups, communities and society at large), social systems’ functioning with regard to cultural, constitutional, economic and socio/political aspects, all became the object of scientific analysis in various emerging (main) disciplines: psychology, sociology, economics and political science. The further secession of sub-disciplines, such as demography, criminology, cultural anthropology, education studies, management studies and others, occurred in the course of the time.

Within this gamma-science domain (in our discourse indicated as social sciences), three relatively separate main streams can be distinguished. Firstly the behavioural sciences. They deal with intra- and inter-individual behaviour, focusing on the individual. Psychology, pedagogic, and educational sciences belong to this category. Then there is the group of social sciences that concentrates on the informal and
formal social relations between people and the societal institutions in which they are embedded: sociology, cultural anthropology, and political sciences. We call these societal sciences. And, in the third place, there is the group of sciences that deals with the production of wealth, the consumption of commodities and the management of states and private enterprises’ income and expenditures, the economic sciences. These include macro- en microeconomics, econometrics, operational research and management.

In what respect are we dealing with a new and separate scientific domain, and can we speak of a ‘third culture’ as, for instance, Lepenies (1985) does? What typifies the social sciences?

In the first place it is, of course, the content of these sciences. As indicated, a variety of problems and issues are studied within the social science disciplines, but a common denominator is their focus on the functioning of the human being as a social creature. Social sciences study the nature of human beings and their behaviour, and the way people live together in an informal or institutionalised form. The human element is important here, and renders social sciences distinct from natural sciences and life sciences. The study of human beings and human social structures does not only deal with Dawkins’ ‘living things’ of biology as opposed to the ‘dead things’ of physics, but with living things that have motives, intentions, norms and values, and whose social institutions have meanings, symbols, rules and rituals, all of which are not directly measurable, but have to be inferred from observables. Moreover, human beings and their social structures’ developments, changes and dynamics are not only caused by external or internal determinable factors, but are also products of their own wilful influence, often being illogical, inconsistent and unpredictable. Social sciences are, nevertheless, empirical sciences, studying observable phenomena with empirical methods, but their insights are more probabilistic than deterministic. This is probably why the physicist Kresh once humorously stated that understanding atomic physics is child’s play compared with understanding child’s play.

Secondly - and related to the first point - social scientists use a diversity of methods, encompassing both nomothetic and ideographic approaches, for their research. Some disciplines, particularly the greater part of psychology (experimental psychology, testing and scaling, and cognition studies) and a significant part of sociology (empirical sociology), and economics (econometrics, and operations research) resemble
‘natural sciences’ as far as their use of mathematical techniques and, with respect to empirical issues, their rigorous ‘Popperian’ methodology are concerned. Other parts of social sciences lean towards the humanities in their descriptive, interpretative and sometimes even hermeneutic approach. Clinical psychology, cultural anthropology and social studies that explore cultural symbols, values and meanings, and dynamic social change processes are cases in point. Often a combination of the two methodological approaches produces the richest insights.

Thirdly, the social sciences deal with a reality to which non-scientists too have access. Journalists, novelists, poets, radio and television producers, even gossiping neighbours speak and write about human motives, desires, needs, and about social and economic factors, structures, and developments, often using the same words and concepts as social scientists do. Non-scientists have common sense, experience and tacit knowledge that are not always easily distinguished from scientific social science knowledge. Consequently, it is sometimes difficult for social scientists to clearly demarcate scientific from pre-scientific knowledge, and to convince the general public that knowledge that is embedded in a sound theoretical framework and is evidence based, does have an advantage over the layman’s pre-scientific knowledge.

Fourthly, there is often a close relationship between social sciences and societal policy. Social science researchers generally maintain strong ties with politics, governments and/or industry. In many countries, we find that a Social Planning Bureau, or a similar institute that offers national or local governments authoritative advice on social policies, are staffed with social scientists. The majority of psychologists go into practice in a clinical, developmental or industrial setting. Economists are favoured employees in industry, banks and other commercial institutes. In many reconnaissance studies and priority programmes in social sciences, we see an emphasis on applied, or, at best, strategic themes. In other words, social sciences are thought to have a close affiliation with practical utilization and policy making, and many of the research programmes in the social sciences show a strong inclination towards social relevance. It is exactly this last aspect of social sciences that will be the subject of further discussion in this paper.
Social sciences as applied sciences?

As we have seen social scientists find themselves, probably more than other scientists, in the field of tension between the requirement of finding the scientific truth and that of producing societal relevant insights, between truthfulness and usefulness. Let us take a closer look at this issue. The distinction pure or basic science versus applied science has been a major topic of discussion among science philosophers ever since Francis Bacon, in his book *Novum Organon*, asserted that science is only relevant if it aims at societal progress, practical application and human control over nature. Opponents maintain that science should be autonomous and should follow its own laws and standards with only one criterion: veracity. Concessions to practical applicability lead to corruption, and, eventually, destruction of science. The difference between basic and applied social sciences has even been defended as being rooted in a totally different epistemological tradition: the basic tradition, concerned with scrutinising the essence of things, can be traced to the ontological tradition of Plato’s ideas, whereas the applied tradition stems from everyday common-sense principles and rules as practiced in the advisory tradition of Aristotle’s politics (cf. Schönpflug, 1993).

At present science theorists take a different position. In the first place, the distinction between basic and applied research is much less clear-cut than has often been suggested. There is a great deal of overlap between the two spheres, and many emerging science and technology fields (for instance information and cognitive sciences, nanoscience and -technology, and bioscience and -technology) contain substantial elements of both. It is increasingly difficult to identify parts of sciences that do not affect technology, or that are not themselves affected by technology. EuroScience President Connerade once stated that there are only two types of science: applied and not yet applied science.

In this light, we concur with a proposal by the European Commission’s expert group on ‘Maximising the wider benefits of competitive basic research funding at European level’. In its recent report *Frontier Research: The European Challenge* (EC, 2005b), the group preferred the term ‘frontier research’ to the term basic research, to reflect research that creates new knowledge and develops new understanding. The group further rejects the traditional distinction between ‘basic’ en ‘applied’ research which implies that research can be either one or the
other, but not both. Researchers engaged in frontier research may well simultaneously be concerned with producing new knowledge and with generating potentially useful knowledge.

In the second place, we should not confine ourselves to a strict dichotomy of basic science versus applied science. There are different nuances and modifications with respect to the criterion of veracity versus utility, even within the type of research in which veracity remains the main determining norm. Let us have a closer look at the spectrum between pure and utilised research.

- Firstly we distinguish pure, science-driven research. Science always starts with curiosity, the wish to know the causes of and reasons for observables, and the desire to find an explanation for that which is not yet understood. In pure and science-driven research, these unanswered questions present themselves through experimentation, reflection and scientific discussions; they are science generated and conclusion oriented. It is clear that the primary fruits of this pure research are augmentation and enrichment of our knowledge. As such, we deal with an independent and indisputable value of science - its intrinsic relevance. Fundamental research, be it in physics, biology or psychology, augments the general body of knowledge, which is an intrinsically valuable and precious quality of civilisation, and an essential condition for the creation of the next generation of scientists. Through its scientific enlightenment of the general public - and this is especially true in respect of the dispersion of social science knowledge – it can further be regarded as an important instrument with which to develop and strengthen a society’s intellectual defensibility and democratic foundation.

- Secondly, there is what the OECD Frascati manual describes as fundamental strategic research. This definition refers to pure research, which is, nevertheless, directed towards problems that have been selected by policymakers as deserving high priority because of their political or societal saliency. This often occurs in the case of scarce resources (such as the setting of research priorities in developing or other economically less advantaged countries), or when there is strong political pressure for ‘relevant’ research) to be done.

An example of the latter is the European Commission’s allocation of the research funding in the first six 5-year Framework Programmes. Most of the FP-supported research was ‘targeted’ research; it always had to fall within the chosen priority fields. Only the seventh Frame-
work Programme (to be commenced in 2007), which introduces the European Research Council (ERC), allows a modest part of the funds to be allocated to science-driven, cutting-edge research without a further prioritising of themes or subject areas.

- Thirdly, there is practicable, science-driven research. As the wording indicates, one is again concerned with science-driven research, but in this case, with research whose results will sooner or later (in a great many cases rather later) lead to important applications or innovations in the practical professional field. Many disciplines provide striking examples of theoretical work’s practical ‘usefulness’, although, as mentioned, it often took considerable time for some discoveries to reach the practical application stage. Maxwell’s groundwork on the transmission of electronic waves, resulting in Marconi’s telegraph some decades later; the development of the early fundamental Radon theory that lead to the later computer topography; 1920s polymer chemistry resulting in a booming plastic industry from the 40s onward; fundamental physiological research that lead to significant and innovative pharmaceutical remedies; the invention of the transistor principle finding its use in the semiconductor area, and – a striking recent example - a few CERN physicists developing a device with which to exchange large data files, thus sowing the seeds of the World Wide Web and bringing about the information and communication branch’s enormous prosperity …. they are all significant cases in point. By the way, this has been an important argument for many European research organisations, including All European Academies (see ALLEA, 2005) in respect of defending and promoting basic research in European research programmes. Europe’s economic and social future depends on the careful development and exploitation and, in particular, innovation of its knowledge base. Innovation in a knowledge economy requires new knowledge, and this new knowledge is specifically generated by cutting-edge, science-driven research.

It is not difficult to identify a great number of theoretical contributions to the social sciences that were eventually translated into prolific applications. A few are the importance of learning theory for the advancement of didactic and educational practices, the use of experimental research on perception and attention for ergonomic applications in industry, traffic and marketing, the contribution of theoretical work in decision theory and risk analysis to industrial and governmental decisions, the usefulness of economic modelling for monetary policies, and
that of the fundamental work on stereotyping and prejudice for dealing with minorities and migrants. These examples can easily be supplemented with numerous others. The point is that the researcher’s primary intention is not the development of an instrument or the solution of a practical problem, but the advancement and augmentation of the knowledge of social behaviour through empirical and theoretical analysis. At the same time, this knowledge is utilised by the researcher him/herself or others at a later stage, and converted into practical applications.

- Fourthly, we can identify problem-driven / product-oriented research. The motivating force behind this type of research is not primarily theoretical interest or scientific curiosity, but the need to solve a practical problem or to develop a useful product. This type of research is usually referred to as ‘applied research’.

Various types of ‘applied research’ fall within this category, including:
- instrumental research oriented towards the development of instruments (for diagnosis, analysis, assessment);
- research aimed at the manufacture of products (drugs, tools, services);
- research on intervention methods for individuals or groups (development and evaluation of psychotherapy, organisational development, conflict prevention, community building);
- research on (the optimisation of) procedures and processes (decision making, sales, social cohesion).

I would like to make two observations with respect to this category of research. First a methodological one: although both the origin and the objective of this type of research may stem from the need to solve a practical problem or to produce a useful method or instrument, instead of theoretical curiosity, there is nothing reprehensible about the research process itself. It follows the same rules and standards as basic research: questions are posed and the design is planned in an unbiased way, hypotheses are tested with objective data, the analysis and interpretation is ‘value free’ in the sense that no interests, power or external (e.g. financial) pressures should play a role. Standards are explicitness, testability, and replicability.

Secondly, applied research could also lead to generalisable laws and relationships, and therefore contribute to the augmentation of the scien-
tific knowledge. In fact, a great deal of what is now known about causes of individual behaviour or social processes is the product of applied research in behavioural, societal or economic science.

In other words, in principle there is nothing inferior about applied science, neither in terms of quality and methods, nor in terms of its contribution to the body of knowledge. Only its origin and its goal are different: it is problem induced and solution oriented.

- Fifthly, there is auxiliary research, research that is meant to be supportive in respect of policy and decision-making. The contribution can be solicited in different phases of decision-making. In the first phase, the initiating phase, research may generate or help to identify the problem that needs attention. Survey research may reveal citizens’ dissatisfaction, dangerous or risky procedures or rules, discrimination or injustice in the treatment of citizens, unsatisfactory working or living conditions, and the like. This may contribute to properly defining the question to be addressed. In the second phase, the search for alternatives, research may help to ascertain various options under consideration’s chances of success and unwanted side effects. In the third phase, the finalisation, the researcher may assist the decision maker by calculating possible amendments’ or adaptations’ effects by using a research-based simulation model, or a computer support system that can easily incorporate parameters changes. In the fourth phase, in which the implementation takes place, the researcher may assist by, for example, identifying possible causes for resistance to change, as well as by providing an evaluation and follow-up studies.

The social scientist working in this context can still be operating within the boundaries of scientific activities based on finding the truth. Although auxiliary researchers as described above could be tempted to select biased information and agreeable alternatives, it helps the decision maker more by providing objective and correct rather than pleasing information. It is my firm belief that if (applied) scientists start to compromise the truth, if research becomes politicised and the norms of veracity are infringed, their input will lose its independent contribution, and will eventually become useless.

The danger of violating the truth is even greater in another form of auxiliary research, namely when research results are solicited as ammunition for a discussion or a political debate, whether to attack or defend a certain position, or to create negative or positive attitudes with respect to certain ideas or proposals. I presume that social scientists
working for political parties, or for a national or local government find this picture familiar. It is clear that the researcher should be very careful here. Veracity is all too often replaced by opportunism and expediency. Moreover, arguments brought in by scientists could start leading a life of their own. They may be used by the client, but also by opposed groups, activists and other interested parties. Biased and misleading interpretations, generalisations, and selective use are more the rule than the exception. It is often impossible to get the genie back into the bottle again.

In this overview we have tried to show that within the borders of ‘truthfulness’ there is a variety of types of research in which practical relevance and usefulness may play a role during or after the research process itself. It has also become clear that the simple dichotomy ‘pure versus applied’ research does not suffice when describing the complex reality of scientific work.

Why under-utilisation?

If the social sciences have such a strong affiliation with social policy and if the knowledge of the dynamics of human behaviour and its interaction with the social environment is so important for growth and innovation, then an interesting thought thrusts itself upon us: Why is it that social sciences are not fully used, why do governments and industrial leaders so often neglect or disregard the findings and insights rendered by social science research? Why do political or industrial decision makers not request assistance from social sciences in the many instances when this would be expedient? Even in research funding the social sciences find themselves in the lower priority area (Drenth, 1996; EC, 2005a, 2005c). Of course, under-utilisation is a general complaint of scientists – and that is why many of the following reasons for such underutilisation do apply in a great many other disciplines of science as well - but it is especially the social science that seem to suffer from this negligence. What are the causes of or reasons for this disregard, in particular of the social sciences?

In the first place, ignorance. Obviously, the fruits of social scientists’ meticulous research work insufficiently filters through to decision makers in the general public. Yes, the latter do acknowledge that ‘psychological and social factors’ are important and that one should not
forget about the importance of people’s behaviour and the social conditions, but mostly this is the social ‘science’ of popular magazines, best-sellers and gurus. As incisively described by Pfeffer and Sutton (2006), this is often a mixture of hard facts, dangerous half-truths and total nonsense. Only the application of ‘evidence based’ social science will bear fruits.

Secondly, confusion. Even a supportive reader of social science research repeatedly runs into inconsistent and even contradictory results: Does participation lead to better decision-making or not? Does violence on television lead to more or less aggressive behaviour? Do satisfied workers perform better or worse? Should school classes be heterogeneous or homogeneous? Does lower unemployment lead to inflation or not? Does national pressure for assimilation of minorities lead to integration or to segregation? There are almost always research results available to support either point of view. We know, of course, that such differences can often be explained in terms of different samples, circumstances, instruments, or even a divergent research design. We also know that, certainly in the social and behavioural sciences, much of our scientific knowledge has an uncertain and probabilistic character and that solid, indisputable truths are seldom found. Fact of the matter is that incompatible and inconclusive research results often motivate the negation of these results.

Thirdly, part of the reluctance to use social science knowledge is caused by an anti-science attitude that has unfortunately gained influence lately (see also Drenth, 2003). These days we unfortunately all too often see facts being exchanged for dogmas, logic and reasoning for populist opportunism, and scientific findings for religious prejudice. The widespread public appreciation of science and its achievements that was evident until the middle of the 20th century has been replaced by doubts, scepticism and even enmity. The media, in which respect and admiration for science used to be predominant, now often express misgivings, criticism and disillusionment. It is likely that also those who should take social science knowledge into account in their daily work and decision making are affected by this anti-science sentiment, and turn away from evidence-based science.

And even if it is not a question of anti-science sentiments, many individuals, including industrial and governmental decision makers, reveal an unfortunate aversion to scientific and logical argumentation, and are inclined to accept all sorts of illogical views and claims. This is
a dangerous development in our society as has been pointed out elo-
quently by Taverne (2005) in his book “The March of Unreason”. In
this respect, Dawes (2001) has made an interesting distinction. Lack of
sustaining evidence, evidence supporting the opposite view, or even
outright contradictions are only important for people who (like to) think
coherently and rationally, which takes time and effort. Unfortunately,
many people think in the intuitive mode, which is swift, effortless and
associative. This is then further reinforced by five of the “seven sins of
memory” (Schacter, 2001): transience (forgetting things), misattribu-
tion (mixing aspects of memory), suggestibility, bias and persistency
(perseverant memories of traumatic events). Dawes believes in educat-
ing people to become more rational thinkers, and hopes to fend off this
intuitive mode.

Fourthly, there is, of course, unwillingness. People do not want to
give up their spouse theories and beliefs. People do not want to believe
that common sense is not always a valid judgement measure, that
handwriting does not reveal personality characteristics, that people are
not always driven by financial incentives, that surveys often conceal the
truth. People do not want to give up their prejudices, their ethnic, geo-
graphic or gender stereotypes. Sometimes this unwillingness to accept
scientific truths is prompted by the fact that these truths are politically
incorrect or unwelcome. Our own finding that the Chinese pupils in
schools on Java had the highest average scores in almost all intelligence
tests was not welcomed by Indonesian officials. The conclusion that
violence and criminal behaviour are significantly higher among second-
generation Dutch Moroccan immigrants than in other immigrant groups
and in the native population is a sensitive matter. Similarly, findings
regarding gender or ethnic difference have been contested for being
politically incorrect.

In the fifth place, there is distrust. Decision makers often have ex-
perience of being put on the wrong track by so-called experts who sold
unwarranted certainty, communicated ‘probabilistic’ knowledge as if
this were solid conclusions, offered valid explanations when hypotheti-
cal interpretations would have been appropriate, or who suggested that
their conclusions were based on empirical evidence when this was un-
satisfactory or even lacking. It is no wonder that decision makers often
regard such ‘misleading’ scientific advice with suspicion and distrust.

Distrust also stems from social science advisors who do not make
sufficient distinction between research results and their personal opin-
ions and normative views. Time and again, on the television or in newspaper interviews, we have professors of psychology or sociology presenting moral, pragmatic or political opinions instead of discussing scientific analyses or evidence-based conclusions. Of course, every citizen has the right to have and to present his own opinion, or to engage in political advocacy, but the point here is that this should be done in his personal capacity, and not in the name of science. In the latter case, social scientists lose their credibility as independent analysts, and are regarded as just another interest group.

Distrust may also be caused by another phenomenon: the general concern and doubts regarding the moral and ethical consequences of fast-developing science and technology. This was also revealed by a European survey of attitudes and opinions in which many people even express fear of scientists whose great knowledge could make them too powerful, and whose research could cross ethical boundaries, all of which is difficult to control (Eurobarometer, 2005). Interestingly enough, it is not ignorance that should be blamed. There is a zero-correlation between knowledge of and (dis)trust in science.

In the sixth place, we mention disappointment. Many politicians and managers in industry or government complain that social scientists do not provide answers to the real questions with which they are confronted. Fragmented and detailed laboratory studies are not regarded as making sufficient contributions to the understanding and handling of decision makers’ complex and multifaceted reality. A strictly positivistic, quantitative tradition may be unsuitable to provide insight into the concrete contextual complexity of organisational or governmental decisions and strategy. Elsewhere (Drenth & Heller, 2004), we have argued that multi-method approaches, including qualitative and descriptive analyses, and the involvement of multidisciplinary teams, are necessary to address the compounded problems of modern organisations’ strategies and courses of action. Such a renewed and successful approach would have to include a transdisciplinary orientation.

Finally, there is deception. This is particularly found in behavioural sciences, that deal with well being and mental health of people. Bona fide psychologists have to compete with all kinds of pseudo-scientific ‘experts’ who offer a range of furbished nonsense, which, however, often tallies well with intuitive prejudices (Drenth, 2003). Particularly in the field of individual or group counselling, organizational change and revival, and psychotherapy and healing, lots of pseudo-scientific
allurements can be found, ranging from hypnosis to neuro-emotional integration, from reincarnation therapy to healing by prayer, from scientology to neuro-linguistic programming (NLP). As said, in spite of much contra-evidence, the popularity of this pseudo-scientific moonshine is alarmingly high. In addition to a shrewd commercial formula and marketing, there is also a flirtation with science (impressive names, such as neuro-linguistic programming, ‘scientific’ books, masters degrees and diplomas) that lead innocent citizens up the garden path. How can the general public separate the wheat from the chaff?

**Recommendations**

By way of conclusion, we will make some recommendations for the social sciences.

(1) Recognise the whole spectrum from pure to applied social science. Recognise the specific goals and criteria of each of the different research forms on this spectrum, and therefore their specific characteristics and added value. Acknowledge the limitations of all specific methodological choices, and accept the need for a broader as well as more interdisciplinary approach at times to tackle the whole range of relevant social issues in present-day society.

(2) Ensure that the communication of research results is honest and fair. Do not focus too emphatically on the implementations for policy and practice, if unwarranted. Empirical evidence should be the only basis of conclusions, and with that a distinction should be made between reasonable certainties, probabilistic knowledge and educated guesses. Make a clear difference between scientific conclusions and personal beliefs and attitudes.

(3) Ensure that in concrete cases the social science knowledge, based on general laws and relationships, is contextualised. Within social sciences almost all generic laws and patterns are contingent upon a host of contextual variables. One of the most pertinent examples of the latter is culture. It is fair to say that in our multi-cultural world, the cultural contextualisation of models is almost a prerequisite.
Social scientists should develop the skills to use various types of media to communicate their findings to policy-makers and to the general public. They should also participate in public debate. We agree with a recent ESF report which states (ESF, 2003) “Given that the public sector is the principal sponsor of research there is an increasing onus on all of us to devote more time to explaining, listening and debating.”

Social scientists should not evade moral and ethical issues that almost inevitably arise out of their research. Research-related ethical issues should be given full attention, including:

(a) justification of the choice of study: is it worth pursuing, and is it not in conflict with basic human values: human rights, human dignity, equality and non-discrimination,

(b) the nature of the data gathering or experimentation: informed consent, no unacceptable damage inflicted on the object of research (people, animals, environment, organisations),

(c) responsibility taken for what is done with the results of the study, either by the researcher or by others (for a more elaborate coverage of this subject see Drenth, 2006).

Take a firm line with and endorse stringent regulations against pseudo-scientific movements and practices. A tolerant attitude, so typical of social and behavioural scientists, is not an appropriate method in this case. Quacks and swindlers deceive people, injure the general welfare, and encourage irrationality in society. And, in agreement with Dawes (2001), I believe that the world would be a better place if people made an effort to think rationally and to reason coherently.
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1. Frame of reference

Founded in 1994, ALLEA is an independent nonprofit organisation of national academies of sciences and humanities in Europe. Its activities are regulated by statutes and by-laws, and since 2006 it has been legally incorporated under Dutch law. It is currently hosted and administratively supported by the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences.

The membership of ALLEA is institutional, and currently consists of 53 academies from 42 countries. It is international and interdisciplinary, aiming to achieve unity in diversity through respect for the individuality and variety of its members, for the balance between the sciences, social sciences and humanities, and for the wealth of cultures and languages in Europe.


2. Mission

The activities of the member-Academies reflect the diversity of the academic communities in Europe, but there is a clear intersection of objectives of different Academies, which includes addressing research and science-society relations in a systemic manner to achieve better knowledge and to develop a knowledge-based society.

ALLEA unites and strengthens the voice of Academies:
- in the learned world;
- in the service of society.
ALLEA seeks:
- to promote excellence in science and scholarship;
- to facilitate cooperation and the exchange of information and experience between academies;
- to offer independent advice on, and evaluation of, scientific policy and the promotion of science and scholarship;
- to address issues relating to ethics, research integrity, and the responsibility of science and scientists.

ALLEA’s main mission is to unite Academies in science policy issues.

3. Vision

ALLEA is:
- the united voice of the member academies;
- the forum for the member academies;
- a recognized partner in Europe and worldwide for all other governmental and non-governmental institutions.

4. Position

4.1 ALLEA as one of the European organizations concerned with science and/or scholarship has a unique position: it unites national academies of sciences and humanities across the whole geographical area of Europe. ALLEA has the full weight and authority of academies and speaks for an influential constituency – the Europe of knowledge.

4.2 ALLEA strives for cooperation with other international institutions whose activities, focused on the potential of their members, are closely related:
- regional interacademic associations in Europe like InterAcademy Council of South-East Europe (IAC-SEE) or other informal groups (Vyšehrad group, Nordic-Baltic group, etc.);
- associations of trans-European scale: European Academies Science Advisory Council (EASAC), European Science Foundation (ESF), League of European Research Universities (LERU), Academia Europea, etc.;
- interacademic associations of other continents: Network of African Science Academies (NASAC), etc;
- interacademic and scientific institutions of global scale: InterAcademy Panel (IAP), InterAcademy Council (IAC), International Science Council (ICSU), etc.

5. Modes of action

5.1 Actions and activities generated by or through the existing structures of ALLEA:
- General Assembly: biennial meetings;
- President, Vice-President, Office: representation, policy, administration;
- Steering Committee: policy, governance;
- Standing Committees: oversight of specific areas of policy and concern;
- Working Groups: reporting on specific issues;
- Member-Academies: proposals for actions, rotating membership of Steering Committee; attendance at General Assemblies.

5.2 ALLEA’s activities include:
- organisation of conferences, seminars and workshops on topics of general interest in science and science policy;
- publication of analyses, recommendations and discussion papers for academic and public consumption;
- formulation of advice on matters of science policy;
- provision of a forum in which member-academies may share information and discuss topics of mutual concern;
- representation at international meetings, committees, conferences etc.
ALLEA agrees with its partners (Workshop ‘European Organisations on Cooperation in the ERA’, The Hague, 15.12.2006) on possible actions, which in turn provide principles underpinning progress towards a knowledge-based society:

- only a world-class research environment can guarantee progress towards the goals of Lisbon and Barcelona;
- there is a need for a political will to develop ERA but this will must be fed by the community;
- education at all levels including that of policy-makers plays an important role;
- the self-organization of research communities should be encouraged;
- for scientists, sustainable career-paths are important, and should include return, promotion, open opportunities, etc;
- in the competitive and dynamic world, research organizations should clearly define (and redefine, if necessary) their role and targets;
- regional partnerships should be strengthened by clusters of European and worldwide co-operation;
- the effectiveness of programmes should be enhanced with attention to their ‘pulling’ effects;
- attention should be focused on dismantling the barriers in research (barriers between the Member States, different schemes, etc);
- public and private partnership in funding schemes and joint programmes should be supported.

6. Promoting the Europe of knowledge

6.1 In general terms ALLEA, following the principle that participation matters more than representation:

- reviews the modes of action, including funding schemes, and aims to enhance the proactive role of all its members and structures, helping academies to develop their voice;
- in order to enhance contacts between members, organises member fora / conferences every second year, alternating these events with General Assembly meetings;
- creates new Working Groups on problems of joint interest to members;
- publishes informative materials on and for its members.

6.2 Specifically, ALLEA:

- issues science policy analyses and statements and supports Pan-European joint activities;
- develops opportunities for cooperation between academies including cooperation at regional level;
- promotes the development of the ERA and stresses the role of excellence in research;
- develops joint activities with other partners striving for excellence (ESF, NetIAS, Lindau Foundation etc) and research integrity (ESF);
- promotes together with its partners (Euroscience, ISE, etc) public awareness and understanding of scientific issues;
- aims to set international values and standards in collaboration with partners;
- develops a role in the process of evaluating for science;
- develops a service to keep its members up-to-date on developments in science policy in Europe and worldwide;
- enhances the exchange of information between its members, especially on science policy and advisory issues.

6.3 Outcomes:

- Science policy documents;
- Advice;
- Meetings and member fora;
- Publications;
- Contacts with other institutions.
6.4 The current activities of ALLEA follow the Action Plan approved by the Steering Committee for every academic year.

ALLEA strengthens Academies in their essential and continuing efforts to promote, preserve and communicate knowledge.
Annex: Short description of main partners

**Academia Europaea**
Academia Europaea (1988) is a European, non-governmental association acting as an Academy. Members are scientists and scholars who collectively aim to promote learning, education and research. Over 2000 members, including leading experts from the physical sciences and technology, biological sciences and medicine, mathematics, the letters and humanities, social and cognitive sciences, economics and the law.

**EuroCRIS**
EuroCRIS as the professional association of CRIS (Current Research Information Systems) experts is dedicated to improvement of research information availability. EuroCRIS members together work on how best to use advanced ICT to improve research information availability and quality - using advanced database, knowledge base, process / workflow, user interface, ubiquitous computing and GRID technologies. EuroCRIS works with its strategic partners to 'spread the word' about research information and its importance.

**European Science Advisory Council (EASAC)**
EASAC is formed by the national science academies of the EU Member States to enable them to collaborate with each other in providing advice to European policy-makers. It thus provides a means for the collective voice of European science to be heard. Through EASAC, the academies work together to provide independent, expert, evidence-based advice about the scientific aspects of public policy to those who make or influence policy within the European institutions.

**European Science Foundation (ESF)**
The European Science Foundation (1974) is an association of 77 member organizations devoted to scientific research in 30 European countries. ESF's core purpose is to promote high quality science at a European level. The ESF is committed to facilitating cooperation and collaboration in European science on behalf of its principal stakeholders (Member Organisations and Europe's scientific community).
**EuroScience**

EuroScience (1997) is a grass-roots organization open to research professionals, science administrators, policy-makers, teachers, PhD students, post-docs, engineers, industrialists, and in general to any citizen interested in science and technology and its links with society. It represents European scientists of all disciplines (including social sciences and the humanities), in the public sector, universities, research institutes as well as business and industry.

**InterAcademy Panel (IAP)**

IAP (1993) is a global network of the world's science academies. Its primary goal is to help member (in particular young and smaller) academies work together to advise citizens and public officials on the scientific aspects of critical global issues. Academies will be able to raise both their public profile among citizens and their influence among policy makers.

**International Council for Science (ICSU)**

The International Council for Science (1931) is a non-governmental organization representing a global membership that includes both national scientific bodies (113 members) and international scientific unions (29 members). ICSU provides a forum for discussion of issues relevant to policy for international science and the importance of international science for policy issues and undertakes core activities in the field of interdisciplinarity, advocating the freedom of science, promoting the exchange of ideas and disseminate knowledge through conferences, etc.

**Network of African Sciences Academies (NASAC)**

The objective of NASAC (2001) is to act as an independent African forum that brings together the nine merit-based academies of science in the continent to discuss the scientific aspects of problems of common concern, to make common statements on major issues relevant to Africa and to provide mutual support to member academies. In pursuing this objective the Network collaborates with other academies inside and outside the continent as well as with regional and international organizations concerned with African problems.
Steering Committee: 2006 - 2008

Chair
Prof.dr. Jüri Engelbrecht – President, Estonian Academy of Sciences (Estonia)

Vice Chair
Prof.dr. Nicholas Mann – Vice President, British Academy (UK)

Members
Prof.dr. André Capron – Institut de France – Académie des Sciences (France)

Prof.dr. Albrecht Riethmüller – Union of German Academies of Sciences (Germany)

Prof.dr. Rob Kaptein, Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (The Netherlands)

Prof.dr. Jan Strelau – Polish Academy of Sciences (Poland)

Prof.dr. Alexander Fursenko – Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia)

Prof.dr. Salustiano del Campo – Institute of Spain (Spain)

Prof.dr. Engin Bermek – Turkish Academy of Sciences (Turkey)
Standing Committees

Science & Ethics

Chair
Prof.dr. Ludger Honnefelder (Germany)

Members
Prof.dr. Pieter Drenth (The Netherlands)
Prof.dr. Ene Ergma (Estonia)
Prof.dr. Ayse Erzan (Turkey)
Prof.dr. Dagfinn Follesdal (Norway)
Prof.dr. Hans Galjaard (The Netherlands)
Prof.dr. Pavel Kratochvil (Czech Republic)
Prof.dr. Ida Nicolaisen (Denmark)
Prof.dr. Beat Sitter-Liver (Switzerland)
Prof.dr. Marcel Storme (Belgium)
Prof.dr. Gérard Toulouse (France)
Prof.dr. Edoardo Vesentini (Italy)

Secretary
Dr. Johannes Schroots (Director ALLEA)
Intellectual Property Rights

Chair
Prof.dr. Sir Roger Elliott (United Kingdom)

Members
Prof.dr. William Cornish (United Kingdom)
Prof.dr. Diego Espin Canovas (Spain)
Prof.dr. Carl Gahmberg (Finland)
Prof.dr. Jacques Lewiner (France)
Prof.dr. Julius Rajcani (Slovak Republic)
Prof.dr. Pietro Rescigno (Italy)
Prof.dr. Emmanouel Roucounas (Greece)
Prof.dr. Peter Schindler (Switzerland)
Prof.dr. Joseph Straus (Germany)
Prof.dr. Ünal Tekinalp (Turkey)
Prof.dr. Tomasz Twardowski (Poland)
Prof.dr. Feer Verkade (The Netherlands)
Prof.dr. E. Sylvester Vizi (Hungary)

Secretary
Maarten Langemeijer, MA (Secretary ALLEA)
Member Academies*

ALBANIA
Academy of Sciences of Albania
Fan.Noli square 7
TIRANE, Albania
T +355 42 274 76
F +355 42 303 05
W www.Academyofsciences.net

AUSTRIA
Austrian Academy of Sciences
Ignaz Seipel-Platz 2
1010 VIENNA, Austria
T +43 1 515 8 1203
F +43 1 513 95 42
W www.oeaw.ac.at

BELARUS
National Academy of Sciences of Belarus (NASB)
66 Fr. Skaryny Praspekt
220072 MINSK 72, Republic of Belarus
T +375 17 2840769
F +375 17 2390769
W www.ac.by

BELGIUM
Royal Academy of Sciences, Letters and Arts of Belgium
Palais des Académies
1 Rue Ducale
B-1000 BRUSSELS, Belgium
T +32 2 5502211
F +32 2 5502205
W www.arb.cfwb.be

* See for direct links also www.allea.org, members section
Royal Flemish Academy of Belgium for Science and the Arts
Paleis der Academiën
Hertogsstraat 1
B-1000 BRUSSELS, Belgium
T +32 2 550 2323
F +32 2 550 2325
W www.kvab.be

BULGARIA
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
1, 15 Noemvri str.
BG-1040 SOFIA, Bulgaria
T +359 2 988 3575
F +359 2 918 6629 / 986 2523 / 988 0448
W www.bas.bg

CROATIA
Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts
Zrinski trg 11
10 000 ZAGREB, Croatia (Hrvatska)
T +385 1 4813344 / 4817503 / 4659083
F +385 1 4819979
W www.hazu.hr

CZECH REPUBLIC
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
Národní 3
117 20 PRAGUE, Czech Republic
T + 420 2 214 03111
F + 420 2 242 40572
W www.cas.cz

DENMARK
Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters
H.C. Andersen Boulevard 35
1553 COPENHAGEN V, Denmark
T +45 33 435300
F +45 33 435301
W www.royalacademy.dk/pres_e.htm
ESTONIA
Estonian Academy of Sciences
Kohtu 6
10130 TALLINN, Estonia
T +372 644 2129 / 645 4653
F +372 645 1829
W www.akadeemia.ee

FINLAND
Delegation of the Finnish Academies of Science and Letters
Mariankatu 5
00170 HELSINKI, Finland
T +358 9 633005
F +358 9 661065
W www.helsinki.fi/science/deleg

FRANCE
Academy of Sciences - Institute of France
23, Quai de Conti
75006 PARIS, France
T +33 1 4441 4403
F +33 1 4441 4554

Academy of Inscriptions and Letters
23, Quai de Conti
75006 PARIS, France
T +33 1 4441 4310
F +33 1 4441 4311
W www.aibl.fr

Academy of Moral and Political Sciences
23, quai Conti
75006 PARIS, France
T +33 1 44 41 43 26
F +33 1 44 41 43 27
W www.asmp.fr
GEORGIA
Georgian Academy of Sciences
52 Rustaveli Avenue
380008 TBILISI, Georgia
T +995 32 998891 / 995505
F +995 32 998823
W www.acnet.ge

GERMANY
Union of German Academies of Sciences
Geschwister-Scholl-Strasse 2
D-55131 MAINZ, Germany
T +49 6131 218528-10
F +49 6131 218528-11
W www.akademienunion.de/frmset.htm

German Academy of Natural Scientists 'Leopoldina'
Postfach 110543
06019 HALLE/Saale, Germany
T +49-345/4 72 39 - 0
F +49-345/4 72 39 - 19
W http://www.leopoldina.uni-halle.de/

GREECE
Academy of Athens
Odos Panepistimiou 28
10679 ATHENS, Greece
T +30 1 362 67 17
F +30 1 6334806
W http://www.academyofathens.gr/

HUNGARY
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Nador ut. 7
1051 BUDAPEST, Hungary
T +36 1 327 3000/2538
F +36 1 327 3000/2539
W www.mta.hu
ICELAND
**Icelandic Society of Sciences**
Barugötu 3
101 REYKJAVIK, Iceland
F +354 525 4410

IRELAND
**Royal Irish Academy**
19 Dawson Street
DUBLIN 2, Republic of Ireland
T +353 1 676 2570
F +353 1 676 23 46
W www.ria.ie

ISRAEL
**Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities**
PO Box 4040
Jabotinsky Road 43
91040 JERUSALEM, Israel
T +972 2 5676221
F +972 2 5666059
W www.academy.ac.il/front-frame.htm

ITALY
**National Academy of the Lincei**
Palazzo Corsini
Via della Lungara 10
00165 ROME, Italy
T +39 6 680271 or 6868223
F +39 6 6893616
W www.lincei.it

KOSOVO
**Kosovo Academy of Sciences and Arts**
Emin Duraku 1
PRISHTINE, Kosovo
T. +381 38 249303
F +381 38 244636
LATVIA
Latvian Academy of Sciences
Akademijas laukums 1
RIGA 1524, Latvia
T +371 722 53 61 / 721 14 05
F +371 722 8784 / 782 1153
W www.lza.lv

LITHUANIA
Lithuanian Academy of Sciences
3 Gedimino Ave
2600 VILNIUS, Lithuania
T +370 5 2613 651
F +370 5 2618 464
W http://neris.mii.lt/lma

MACEDONIA
Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts
POBox 428
Bul. Krste Misirkov 2
91000 SKOPJE, Republic of Macedonia
T + 389 91 114 200
F + 389 91 115 903
W www.manu.edu.mk

MOLDOVA
Academy of Sciences of Moldova
1, Stefan cel Mare
2001 CHISINAU, Republic of Moldova
T +373 22 271478
F +373 22 276014
W www.asm.md

MONTENEGRO
Montenegrin Academy of Sciences and Arts
Rista Stijovica 5
81 000 PODGORICA, Montenegro
T: +381 81 621 147
F: +381 81 621 063
W www.canu.cg.yu
NETHERLANDS
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences
Postbus 19121
1000 GC AMSTERDAM, The Netherlands
T +31 20 5510716
F +31 20 6204941
W www.knaw.nl

NORWAY
Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters
Drammensveien 78
0271 OSLO, Norway
T +47 22 121090
F +47 22 121099
W www.dnva.no

POLAND
Polish Academy of Sciences
Palac Kultury i Nauki
Plac Defilad 1
00-901 WARSAW, Poland
T +48 22 6204349
F +48 22 6203374
W www.pan.pl

Polish Academy of Arts and Sciences Krakow
Ul. Slawkowska 17
31-016 KRAKOW, Poland
T +48 12 4240200
F +48 12 4225422
W www.pau.krakow.pl

PORTUGAL
Academy of Sciences of Lisbon
Rua Academia das Ciências 19
1249-122 LISBON, Portugal
T +351 21 3219730
F +351 21 3420395
W www.acad-ciences.pt
SPAIN

Institute of Spain
Calle de San Bernardo 49
28015 MADRID, Spain
T +34 915 224 8 85
F +34 915 210 654
W www.insde.es

Royal Spanish Academy of Moral and Political Sciences
Plaza de la Villa 2
28005 MADRID, Spain
T +34 91 5481330 / 5224885 (SDC)
F +34 91 5481975 / 7302977 (SDC)
W http://racmyp.insde.es/

SWEDEN

Royal Swedish Academy of Letters, History and Antiquities
Box 5622
114 86 STOCKHOLM, Sweden
T +46 8 4404280
F +46 8 4404290
W www.vitterhetsakad.se

Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
Box 50005
Lilla Frescativägen 4A
104 05 STOCKHOLM, Sweden
T +46 8 673 95 00
F +46 8 15 56 70
W www.kva.se

Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences
Box 5073
Grev Turegatan 14
102 42 STOCKHOLM, Sweden
T +46 8 791 29 00
F +46 8 611 56 23
Royal Swedish Academy of Agriculture and Forestry
Box 6806
Drottninggatan 95 B
113 86 STOCKHOLM, Sweden
T +46 8 5454 7700
F +46 8 5454 7710
W www.ksla.se

SWITZERLAND
Swiss Academy of Arts and Sciences
Postfach 8160
Hirschengraben 11
3001 BERNE, Switzerland
T +41 31 311 3376
F +41 31 311 9164
W www.cass.ch/index.htm

TURKEY
The Turkish Academy of Sciences (TÜBA)
Piyade Sokak no 27
0655- Çankaya, ANKARA, Turkey
T +90 312 442 2903
F +90 312 442 6491
W http://www.tuba.gov.tr/english.html

UKRAINE
The National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
Ul. Volodimirskaya 54
252601 KYIV, Ukraine
T +38 044 2216640
F +38 044 224 3243
W www.nas.gov.ua/

UNITED KINGDOM
The British Academy
10 Carlton House Terrace
LONDON SW1Y 5AH, England
T +44 20 79695200
F +44 20 79695300
W www.britac.ac.uk
The Royal Society
6 - 9 Carlton House Terrace
LONDON SW1Y 5AG, England
T +44 207 451 2584
F +44 207 451 2692
W www.royalsoc.ac.uk

The Royal Society of Edinburgh
22-26 George Street
EDINBURGH, EH2 2PQ, Scotland
T +44 131 240 5000
F +44 131 240 5024
W www.royalsoced.org.uk

VATICAN CITY STATE
Pontifical Academy of Sciences
Casina Pio IV
V-00120 VATICAN CITY, (Rome, Italy)
T +39 669883195
F +39 669883195
W www.vatican.va/roman-curia/pontifical_academies/index_it.htm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27-28.02</td>
<td>ERC Launching Conference, panelist for the discussion on Excellence in Science, Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.03</td>
<td>US National Science Board Roundtable discussion on International Science and Engineering Partnerships, short intervention on ALLEA, Brussels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.03</td>
<td>Conference Promoting Excellence in Science (a tribute to Bertil Andersson), ESF, Strasbourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>Meeting of PESTO – Platform of European S&amp;T Organizations, short intervention on ALLEA views, Brussels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.04</td>
<td>Seminar on the role of Research Councils in ERA, short intervention on ALLEA views, Budapest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-19.04</td>
<td>Meeting of the ESF Governing Council, Budapest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-27.04</td>
<td>ALLEA Steering Committee meeting, Istanbul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02-04.05</td>
<td>Symposium on Universal Values in the Academy of Athens, opening address, and short contribution on Changes in Society and Values, Athens; contribution P.J.D. Drenth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04-05</td>
<td>ICSU Conference 'Global Science and National Policies: the Role of Academies', Chisinau, Moldavia (Vice-President)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-08.05</td>
<td>Conference „Foundations and Associations for Innovation and Economy: Europe and Italy“, talk „ALLEA unites the voice of European Academies“, Milan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-19.06</td>
<td>EASAC meeting, Ljubljana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.07</td>
<td>ISE General Assembly meeting, Brussels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.07</td>
<td>PESTO Working Group (Research climate and research careers) meeting, Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.08</td>
<td>Visit to the Xian Jiaotong University, talk 'Striving for excellence in the European Research Area', Xian, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.09</td>
<td>Meeting with the Executive Committee of the UIA, Tallinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>Roundtable and Conference on FP6 with J. Potocnik, Tallinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-19.09</td>
<td>First World Conference on Research Integrity, welcome address on behalf of ALLEA, Lisbon; contribution from P.J.D. Drenth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-26.09</td>
<td>IAP Executive Committee meeting, short presentation on ALLEA, Australian Academy of Sciences, Canberra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.09</td>
<td>Meeting of Regional Networks of the IAP, overview on ALLEA activities on science policy and research integrity, Australian Academy of Sciences, Canberra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.10</td>
<td>The 375th Anniversary of the University of Tartu, address on the behalf of ALLEA, Tartu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08-10.10</td>
<td>Conference 'The future of Science and Technology in Europe', discussant on optimising research programmes and priorities, Lisbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-19.10</td>
<td>ALLEA conference 'Emerging Regional Co-operation. SEE Academies of Sciences and Humanities in the ERA', JE - Chair, opening address, talk on Estonian R&amp;D, discussion moderator, Amsterdam; talk by P.J.D. Drenth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-23.10</td>
<td>Meeting of European Academies at the Institute of France, intervention on ALLEA activities, Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-26.10</td>
<td>ALLEA Steering Committee meeting, Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-08.11</td>
<td>The 40th Anniversary of the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Address on the behalf of ALLEA, Skopje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09-10.11</td>
<td>The World Science Forum, Budapest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-30.11</td>
<td>ESF Conference and the General Assembly meeting, short Intervention on ALLEA, Strasbourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-20.12</td>
<td>EASAC meeting, Paris</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Publications

General


Annual/Biennial


Report Series


Advice


ALLEA Review Committee (2003). Evaluation of the European Science Foundation's Standing Committees in the Social Sciences and Humanities. Amsterdam: ALLEA.


In preparation:


Engelbrecht, J. & Schroots, J.J.F. (Eds.) Proceedings of the conference 'Emerging regional co-operation. Southeast European Academies of Sciences and humanities in the ERA'. Amsterdam: ALLEA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALLEA</td>
<td>All European Academies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COST</td>
<td>European Cooperation on Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASAC</td>
<td>European Academies Science Advisory Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Commission / European Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed(s.)</td>
<td>Editor(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA</td>
<td>European Research Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA-NET</td>
<td>Networks under ERA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERC</td>
<td>European Research Council (EC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESF</td>
<td>European Science Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESOF</td>
<td>EuroScience Open Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EURAB</td>
<td>European Union’s Research Advisory Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP7</td>
<td>Seventh Framework Programme (EC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>General Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAP</td>
<td>InterAcademy Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPR</td>
<td>Intellectual Property Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISE</td>
<td>Initiative for Science in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASAC</td>
<td>Network of African Science Academies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N)GO</td>
<td>(Non) Governmental Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>Research &amp; Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>